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Compiler Version Security

Pass

Deprecated Items
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Disclaimer: This report is made in response to the project code. No description, expression or
wording in this report shall be construed as an endorsement, affirmation or confirmation of the
project. This audit is only applied to the type of auditing specified in this report and the scope of
given in the results table. Other unknown security vulnerabilities are beyond auditing responsibility.
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology only issues this report based on the attacks or vulnerabilities
that already existed or occurred before the issuance of this report. For the emergence of new attacks
or vulnerabilities that exist or occur in the future, Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology lacks the
capability to judge its possible impact on the security status of smart contracts, thus taking no
responsibility for them. The security audit analysis and other contents of this report are based solely
on the documents and materials that the contract provider has provided to Beosin (Chengdu LianAn)
Technology before the issuance of this report, and the contract provider warrants that there are no
missing, tampered, deleted; if the documents and materials provided by the contract provider are
missing, tampered, deleted, concealed or reflected in a situation that is inconsistent with the actual
situation, or if the documents and materials provided are changed after the issuance of this report,
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology assumes no responsibility for the resulting loss or adverse
effects. The audit report issued by Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology is based on the documents
and materials provided by the contract provider, and relies on the technology currently possessed by
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn). Due to the technical limitations of any organization, this report
conducted by Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) still has the possibility that the entire risk cannot be
completely detected. Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) disclaims any liability for the resulting losses.

The final interpretation of this statement belongs to Beosin (Chengdu LianAn).

Audit Results Explained:
Beosin (Chengdu LianAn) Technology has used several methods including Formal Verification, Static
Analysis, Typical Case Testing and Manual Review to audit three major aspects of smart contracts project
pinecone, including Coding Standards, Security, and Business Logic. The pinecone project passed all audit
items. The overall result is Pass. The smart contract is able to function properly.

Audit Contents:
1. Coding Conventions
Check the code style that does not conform to Solidity code style.
1.1 Compiler Version Security
 Description: Check whether the code implementation of current contract contains the exposed
solidity compiler bug.
 Result: Pass
1.2 Deprecated Items
 Description: Check whether the current contract has the deprecated items.
 Result: Pass
1.3 Redundant Code
 Description: Check whether the contract code has redundant codes.
 Result: Pass
1.4 SafeMath Features
 Description: Check whether the SafeMath has been used. Or prevents the integer overflow/underflow
in mathematical operation.
 Result: Pass
1.5 require/assert Usage
 Description: Check the use reasonability of 'require' and 'assert' in the contract.
 Result: Pass
1.6 Gas Consumption
 Description: Check whether the gas consumption exceeds the block gas limitation.
 Result: Pass
1.7 Visibility Specifiers
 Description: Check whether the visibility conforms to design requirement.
 Result: Pass
1.8 Fallback Usage
 Description: Check whether the Fallback function has been used correctly in the current contract.

 Result: Pass
2. General Vulnerability
Check whether the general vulnerabilities exist in the contract.
2.1 Integer Overflow/Underflow
 Description: Check whether there is an integer overflow/underflow in the contract and the calculation
result is abnormal.
 Result: Pass
2.2 Reentrancy
 Description: An issue when code can call back into your contract and change state, such as
withdrawing BNB.
 Result: Pass
2.3 Pseudo-random Number Generator (PRNG)
 Description: Whether the results of random numbers can be predicted.
 Result: Pass
2.4 Transaction-Ordering Dependence
 Description: Whether the final state of the contract depends on the order of the transactions.
 Result: Pass
2.5 DoS (Denial of Service)
 Description: Whether exist DoS attack in the contract which is vulnerable because of unexpected
reason.
 Result: Pass
2.6 Access Control of Owner
 Description: Whether the owner has excessive permissions, such as malicious issue, modifying the
balance of others.
 Result: Pass
2.7 Low-level Function (call/delegatecall) Security
 Description: Check whether the usage of low-level functions like call/delegatecall have
vulnerabilities.
 Result: Pass
2.8 Returned Value Security
 Description: Check whether the function checks the return value and responds to it accordingly.
 Result: Pass
2.9 tx.origin Usage
 Description: Check the use secure risk of 'tx.origin' in the contract.
 Result: Pass
2.10 Replay Attack
 Description: Check whether the implement possibility of Replay Attack exists in the contract.

 Result: Pass
2.11 Overriding Variables
 Description: Check whether the variables have been overridden and lead to wrong code execution.
 Result: Pass
3. Business Security
Check whether the business is secure.
3.1 Business analysis of contract PineconeToken
(1) Basic Token Information
Token name

Pinecone Token

Token symbol

PCT

decimals

18

totalSupply

The initial supply is 0 (Minting cap of 1 billion)

Token type

BEP-20
Table 1 Basic Token Information

(2) Redundant codes
 Description: There is some redundant code in the contract, as shown in the figure, the code marked in
the _tokenTransfer function is redundant code, and the previous code already contains all cases.

Figure 1 Source code of function _tokenTransfer (Unfixed)

 Fixed Result: Fixed.

Figure 2 Source code of function _tokenTransfer (Fixed)

 Result: Pass
(3) BNB residue
 Description: The _swapAndLiquify function in the PineconeToken contract converts half of the
PineconeToken tokens to BNB. The other half of the PineconeToken tokens and part of the converted
BNB are deposited in the PineconeToken-BNB pool as liquidity in the form of pancakeswap. For each
swapAndLiquify function call, a small amount of BNB is left in the contract. this is because the price of
PineconeToken drops after converting the first half of PineconeToken tokens to BNB, and the other half
of PineconeToken tokens require less than the converted BNB to be paired with them when adding
liquidity. There is no way to take out those BNB in the contract, they will be locked in the contract
forever.

Figure 3 Source code of function _swapAndLiquify

 Fixed Result: Ignored.
 Result: Pass
3.2 Business analysis of contract BSWStrat
(1) Base information
 Description: This contract implements the function of staking BSW tokens in bswMaster contract to
get BSW token rewards and staking CKAE tokens in cakeMaster contract to get CAKE token rewards.
This contract is the parent contract of the VaultCakeBSW contract and the VaultRewardsCakeBSW
contract.
 Result: Pass
3.3 Business analysis of contract PineconeConfig
(1) Base information
 Description: The PineconeConfig contract is used to set the corresponding address and provide a
token number exchange query.
 Result: Pass
3.4 Business analysis of contract PineconeFarm

(1) Base information
 Description: In the PineconeFarm contract, users can participate in a corresponding stakingpool to
stake and thus receive rewards (PCT token). farm contract also provides BNB rewards, which users can
receive according to the number of PCT tokens they hold.
 Result: Pass
(2) Inconsistency between comments and code
 Description: In the PineconeFarm contract, we see that the comment says 10 percent, but the actual
code is 12.5 percent.

Figure 4 Source code of two variables r (Unfixed)

 Fixed Result: Ignored.
 Result: Pass
3.5 Business analysis of contract PineconeFarmTimelock
(1) Base information
 Description: The PineconeFarmTimelock contract is used to set parameters related to the farm and
startaddress contracts.
 Safety Recommendation: The functions used in the PineconeFarmTimelock contract to set the farm
and startaddress contracts are not called after a delay.
 Result: Pass
3.6 Business analysis of contract PresaleToken
(1) Base information
 Description: The contract implements the createAuction function for the contract owner to create an
auction, and the user can call the purchase function to buy the specified outToken tokens with the
specified inToken tokens in the existing auction, and then call the claim function to collect the purchased
tokens to their own address.
 Result: Pass
(2) Token approval issues
 Description: The PresaleToken contract authorizes the ROUTER contract after the swap, calling the
ROUTER contract for swap may fail, it is recommended to put the authorization before the swap. In
addition, the code 'path[0] = WBNB' should be 'path[0] = auction.inToken'.

Figure 5 Source code of function _mint r (Unfixed)

 Fixed Result: Fixed. Token authorization is now done in the contract createAuction function.

Figure 6 Source code of function _mint (Fixed)

 Result: Pass
(3) Redundant codes
 Description: There is some redundant code in the contract as shown in the figure below, which is
recommended to be deleted.

Figure 7 Source code of function presaleInfo (Fixed)

 Fixed Result: Fixed.

 Result: Pass
(4) Function call failed
 Description: The claimDUSTBNB function internally calls the claimBNB function of the
PineconeFarm contract, which will directly throw an exception because the PresaleToken has 0 shares
data in userRewardBNB and does not satisfy the claim condition. It is recommended to confirm whether
this function is required.

Figure 8 Source code of function claimDUSTBNB (Fixed)

 Fixed Result: Fixed. This function has been removed.
 Result: Pass
(5) Risk of losing user tokens
 Description: The contract owner can call withdrawBEP20 function to receive PCT tokens purchased
by the user. It is recommended that when calling this function, only non-PCT tokens can be collected.

Figure 9 Source code of function withdrawBEP20 (Unfixed)

 Fixed Result: Although the restriction is made in the withdrawBEP20 function, the owner can call the
setPCT function to change the PCT token address to another address, thus not being restricted.
There is still a risk of losing the tokens purchased by the user.

Figure 10 Source code of function withdrawBEP20 (Fixed)

Figure 11 Source code of function setPCT

 Result: Pass

3.7 Business analysis of contract Strat
(1) Base information
 Description: This contract implements the function of staking WEX tokens for WEX token rewards in
the wexMaster contract and staking cake tokens for cake token rewards in the cakeMaster contract. This
contract is the parent contract of the VaultPCTPair contract.
 Result: Pass
(2) Award calculation issues
 Description: The referenced external contract wexMaster has a staking pool with a pid of 3. Since
both staking tokens and reward tokens are WEX tokens, and the balanceOf function is used to obtain the
staking amount when updating the staking pool information, there is a problem of reward exception.
 Fix Result: Ignored. The project owner replied not to use the wexMaster contract for the time being.
 Result: Pass
3.8 Business analysis of contract VaultBase
(1) Base information
 Description: The contract implements functions for initializing and modifying the fee rate, the staking
pool address, the config contract address, and the administrative address. The devAddress address can set
the contract suspension status, the performance fee rate, and modify the config contract address.
govAddress address can modify the values of the variables. The govAddress address can modify the
value of the variable withdrawFeeFactor and the variable minDepositTimeWithNoFee.
 Result: Pass
3.9 Business analysis of contract VaultCakeBSW
(1) Base information
 Description: This contract implements the user to stake CAKE tokens in the cakeMaster contract, and
finally exchange the obtained CAKE reward tokens into BSW in the bswMaster contract to stake again
for BSW rewards. Users will exchange the BSW they have earned for CAKE when they receive their
rewards and then receive them.
 Result: Pass
(2) Base information
 Description: Only the user's shares will increase when the deposit function is called. When the
reinvestment is made, all the cake rewards generated in the cakeMaster are converted to BSW token
immediately after collection and are stake in the bswMaster. The number of pledges in the cakeMaster
will not include the generated rewards, and the shares corresponding to the cake tokens should all be
stake cake tokens. To update the shares, the user's initial staking amount must have changed. When
claim is called to collect the reward, the earnedOf function gets the reward the user received, not the
amount of staking in the cakeMaster, where the amount of staking has not changed.

Figure 12 Source code of function balance, balanceOf and earnedOf (Unfixed)

 Fixed Result: Fixed. The project side replied that in the subsequent version, the CAKE token rewards
may be added to be stake into the cakeMaster contract again, so the code related to updating the
user's shares when receiving the rewards is kept. In the current code logic, the sharesRemoved value
calculated in the _claim function is 0, and the user's shares will not be updated.
 Result: Pass
3.10 Business analysis of contract VaultPCTPair
(1) Base information
 Description: This contract implements the deposit, withdraw and withdrawAll functions for the
PineconeFarm contract to store tokens and issue rewards to users.

 Result: Pass
(3) Redundant codes
 Description: Some redundant codes exist in the contract and are recommended to be removed.

Figure 13 Source code of function userInfoOf

 Result: Ignored. The project replied that this is to eliminate compiler alarms.
 Result: Pass
3.11 Business analysis of contract VaultRabbitCake
(1) Base information
 Description: This contract implements the user to deposit the specified tokens in the specified
contract, then stake the acquired ibToken tokens in FairLaunch contract, and finally exchange the
acquired RABBIT reward tokens into CAKE to stake again in the cakeMaster contract to obtain the
CAKE reward.
 Result: Pass
3.12 Business analysis of contract VaultRewardsCakeBSW
(1) Base information
 Description: The contract implements the user to stake CAKE tokens in the cakeMaster contract and
eventually exchange the obtained CAKE reward tokens for BSW tokens, and then stake again in the
bswMaster contract to obtain BSW rewards. The user can exchange the obtained CAKE reward tokens
for BNB through the claimBNB function in the PineconeFarm contract. If the received address is not in
the no-fee list, a partial fee will be charged and this partial fee will be added as liquidity to the WBNB
and PCT transaction pairs.
 Result: Pass
(2) Award calculation issues

 Description: The claimBNB function in the VaultRewardsCakeBSW contract has a problem
calculating the total take reward, adding the takeAmt and swapAmt twice.

Figure 14 Source code of function claimBNB (Unfixed)

 Fixed Result: Fixed.

Figure 15 Source code of function claimBNB (Fixed)

 Result: Pass
3.13 Business analysis of contract WNativeRelayer
(1) Base information
 Description: The contract implements the withdraw function for whitelisting addresses to change
WBNB to BNB.
 Result: Pass

4. Conclusion
Beosin(Chengdu LianAn) conducted a detailed audit on the design and code implementation of the smart
contracts project pinecone. The problems found by the audit team during the audit process have been notified
to the project party and reached an agreement on the repair results, the overall audit result of the pinecone
project's smart contracts is Pass.
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